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Abstract 
 

In this project we illustrate how queueing simulation may be used to 
find the optimal interval for checkpointing problems and compare results 
with theoretical computations for simple systems that may be treated 
analytically.  

 
We consider a relatively simple model for an internet banking facility. From 
time to time, the application server breaks down. The information at the 
time of the breakdown has to be passed onto the back up server before 
service may be resumed. To make the change over as efficient as possible, 
information of the state of user’s accounts is saved at regular intervals. This 
is known as checkpointing. 
 
Firstly, we use GPSS (a queueing simulation tool) to find, by simulation, an 
optimal checkpointing interval, which maximises the efficiency of the 
server. Two measures of efficiency are considered; the availability of the 
server and the average time a customer spends in the system. Secondly, we 
investigate how far the queueing theory can go to providing an analytic 
solution to the problem and see whether or not this is in line with the results 
obtained through simulation.  

 
The analysis shows that checkpointing is not necessary if breakdowns occur 
frequently and log reading after failure does not take much time. Otherwise, 
checkpointing is necessary and the analysis shows how GPSS may be used 
to obtain the optimal checkpointing interval. Relatively complicated systems 
may be simulated, where there are no analytic tools available. In simple 
cases, where theoretical methods may be used, the results from our 
simulations correspond with the theoretical calculations.  
 
 
Keywords: Queueing theory, Checkpointing, Availability, Simulation of 
queues, M/M/1 with priorities, Server efficiency. 
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1   Introduction 
 
Queues, or queueing systems, are very often used in computer systems. There 
are, for instance, queues of inquiries waiting to be processed by an interactive 
computer system, queue of data base requests, queues of I/O requests, etc. 
Typically a queue (or queueing system) has one service facility, although there 
may be more than one server in the service facility, and a waiting room, or a 
buffer, of finite or infinite capacity (In practice, queues are always finite.). 
Customers from a population/source enter a queueing system to receive some 
service. We use the word customer in its general sense, so it could be a packet 
in a communication network, a job or a program in a computer system, a 
request or an inquiry in a database system, etc. 
Upon arrival a customer joins the waiting facility, if all servers in the service 
centre are busy. When a customer has been served, he leaves the queueing 
system. 
 
There are many mathematical models used to evaluate performance of an 
application with and without checkpointing in the presence of failures, 
namely, saving the state of the program on stable storage during failure-free 
execution. The best known techniques to minimize loss of computation, when 
the system fails, are checkpointing and rollback, which is reloading of the 
program status saved at the most recent checkpoint. [2] 
 
As an example, we are considering an internet banking facility, where 
jobs/customers arrive according to some interarrival time distribution and then 
wait in line for the application server. The time for a transaction is randomly 
distributed. After a job is completed, it is registered with the logging server.  
 
 
           
           Arrival              Departure 
 
 
 
    
 
      System facility 

Figure 1. System facility 
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Occasionally, the application server breaks down. We consider the time 
between failures as a random variable, independent of the density of the 
traffic. When the system breaks down, the recovery process starts. The 
recovery process is the reprocessing of the program starting from the last 
checkpoint until the failure. One checkpoints to reduce the amount that the 
program needs to be rolled back to its beginning when the failure occurs. 
However, if one checkpoints too often, time is lost because checkpointing 
takes time. On the other hand, if one doesn’t checkpoint often enough, then it 
takes longer to read the log following the last checkpoint. 
 
The log is where information of the applications states is stored between two 
successive checkpoints or between checkpoint and a failure. 
When the application breaks down, this information (for example, the amount 
of money in each bank account) is lost and has to be recovered by reading the 
log of completed transactions. The time taken to read a transaction log may be 
modelled by a random variable. A checkpointing request firstly reads the state 
of the application and then removes the completed transactions from the log. 
 
In this project we analyze the choice of the checkpointing interval, partly by 
simulation and partly by theoretical analysis. To get as many customers as 
possible in the system, we are mainly concerned with the availability.  
 
The simulation is modelled as a queueing system with priorities. There is 1 
server, the customers behave according to an M/M/1 queueing system, 
checkpoint requests – according to a D/D/1 (D stands for deterministic). Also, 
the breakdown of the system behaves as M/M/1. This is because the arrivals of 
both customers (or request to a data base server, or phone calls, for example) 
and failures are random occurrences. They don’t come on a regular basis. On 
the other hand checkpoints can be predetermined, and therefore they are 
deterministically distributed here. 
 
In the theoretical model, to make explicit computation possible, we have 
chosen an M/M/1 queueing system, for all three streams. We assume arrival 
process to be a Poisson process, so the interarrival times have the exponential 
distribution. This means that it is a Markov or a memoryless1 process; the M 
denotes ‘Markov’. 
The Poisson process and the exponential distribution often lead to well-
mannered models and therefore have a special place in queueing theory and 
performance evaluation.  

                                                 
1 Memoryless property: The state of the system at future time   is decided by the system 
state at the current time  and does not depend on the state at earlier time instants , … , . 
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Firstly, we use the GPSS application to find an optimal interval by simulation. 
Then, we apply the appropriate queueing theory to see how far the theory can 
go providing an analytic solution to the problem and see whether or not this is 
in line with the results obtained through simulation. 
We also discuss a paper by Gelenbe, “On the Optimum Checkpoint Interval”, 
whose model is similar to ours. 

2   Objective 
 
The object of this project is to find a method for finding the optimal rate, the 
checkpoint interval, which 
 

 maximizes the availability of the server, and to show that the optimal 
checkpoint interval is deterministic,   

 minimizes the customer delay. In other words, we will maximize the 
number of customers that go through the system by limiting the 
capacity of the waiting customers’ line, and 

 minimizes the expected transaction time for the customers, with 
supporting results in simulation for all cases,  

as well as analyze the model treated by Gelenbe in [1], for maximizing 
availability, and compare his results with ours. 

3   Method 

3.1. Using GPSS 
 
To simulate our queuing system we have used a web based application called 
web-GPSS, which is structured in blocks, and a text based version of the same 
program called micro-GPSS. [3]  
Code for the simulation can be found in the appendix. 

3.1.1. Maximizing availability of the server 
 
For a simulation time we have chosen 1440 minutes (time units), a day, and to 
get more reasonable results, i.e. some variation in our data – the number of 
failures varies; we set it to run 10 times (as a 10-day period). So the simulation 
terminates after 10 1440 time units. 
 
Here we are considering a single server system where customers (requests) 
arrive according to Poisson process on average every 10 minutes (with rate ) 
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on a first-come-first-served basis. Customers enter the system and wait to get 
service, after they have been served they (wait to) get their transactions logged 
and then they leave the system. The customers’ service time is exponentially 
distributed with mean of 7 minutes and logging takes on average 0.5 minutes, 
exponentially distributed as well.  
 
For practical purposes, the mean and the coefficient of variation,  
    

 
,                                              

for a random variable X (also expressed as square coefficient of variation, 
, are usually the only important things we need to know about 

a distribution.  
The standard deviation of an exponential distribution is equal to its mean, so 
its coefficient of variation is equal to 1. Distributions with C < 1 (such as an 
Erlang distribution) are considered low-variance, while those with C > 1 (such 
as a hyper-exponential distribution) are considered high-variance. When C = 
0, then the distribution is deterministic. 
 
The log is where the new states of the customers’ accounts are stored between 
checkpoints (explained below), so it also keeps track of the number of 
customers that have completed the service.  
In this first part of the simulation, we display the queue on entrance and in 
front of the server, and count the time each customer spends in the system as 
the difference between the exit time and the entrance time. 
 
The second part the system makes checkpoints. These record the states of all 
the accounts. The distribution of the arrivals of checkpoints is deterministic. A 
checkpoint occupies the server for 2 minutes. The log is cleared after 
checkpointing (sets the number in the log to zero). 
 
We consider a situation where the system crashes on average every 900 
minutes, according to a Poisson process. This means no “ageing”, that is, the 
probabilistic future of the process depends only on the current state and not 
upon the history of the process. 
This is the third part of the simulation.  
 
Downtime after failure is counted as  

    log 0.5.  
We’re assuming it takes exactly half a minute to read the log of each customer 
in the log. This is the downtime for the system, i.e. the service time of a 
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failure. When service is resumed, both the number in the log and the number 
of checkpoints are set to zero. 
 
Since our system is modelled by a priority queueing system, this process, of 
course, has a highest priority. Checkpoint arrivals have second highest priority 
and customers’ arrivals have the lowest priority. 
 
Since we are using several exponentially distributed variables, we are using 
different seeds for each so that different sequences of the random numbers are 
independent. 

3.1.2. Minimizing the number of customers that are blocked by the 
system 
 
Another way of ‘providing faster service’ is not to have long queues and 
therefore long waiting times. This is best modelled as an M/M/1/K queueing 
system, where K is the maximum number of customers in line. Here we want 
to minimize the proportion of customers who are turned away. To achieve this 
we have put a limit of 5 on the number of customers waiting to be served. 
 
In this simulation, customers, firstly, log their arrival on the logging server. 
This is exponentially distributed variable with a mean of 0.5 minutes. The time 
for transaction is as before, exponentially distributed with mean 7.  
After the job is completed, it gets registered on the logging server for the 
second time – another exponentially distributed variable with mean 0.5. 
This double logging may be necessary when the connection is broken. When 
the connection is re-established, the customer would want to know whether or 
not the transaction has been processed. This, of course, slows the system 
down. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. System facility with double logging 
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3.1.3. Minimizing the expected time of customers transactions 
In this third case, we are trying to find the checkpointing interval that 
minimizes the expected transaction time for the customers.  
To illustrate this we have changed previous program slightly so that: 

- the arrival rate of the customers is now 5 min on average,  
- customer service time takes 3 min, 
- the checkpointing takes 7 min, 
- the system fails on average every 400 min, 
- and the downtime after the failure is now (The number in the log) ×  3. 

3.2. Model for the optimal checkpoint 
 
For the theoretical part we no longer have deterministic checkpointing 
requests. Instead, checkpointing requests arrive according to a Poisson process 
and take an exponential service time. 
 
The model is that of a single server with 

 All three of the arrival processes (customers, checkpoints and failures) 
as Poisson processes with the parameters kλ , k = 1, 2, f, and with 
exponentially distributed random interarrival times with the same 
parameters, 

 The service times of checkpoints and customers are independent, 
exponentially distributed variables with parameters kμ , k=1, 2,  

 The service time of failure, fμ  (recovery time), in our calculations, 
depends on other exponential variables and preceding arrivals (i.e. the 
number of customers in the log). Otherwise we consider it to be 
approximately close enough to the exponentially distributed variable, 
independent of others, so that we can regard the failure process as an 
M/M/1 queue, and 

 The arrival processes and the service processes are independent of each 
other. 

Exponential 
       Interarrival rates    Service times 

 
              2λ        2μ  
                   Customers           1μ   
           1λ        fμ  
 
           fλ       

  Figure 3. Schema of arrival rates and service times 
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So we have an M/M/1 queuing system where interarrival times of 
- Customer is Exp ( 1λ )    
- Checkpoint is Exp ( 2λ ) 
- Failure is Exp ( fλ ) 
 
Because we have exponential random variables, which have the memoryless 
property, the process renews itself at every checkpoint. 
                  2τ  

                               

 

        
       fτ        

              cp                     cp                cp                 cp  cp - checkpoint 
  Figure 4. Defining variable Y 

 
Let 2τ  time between checkpoints and fτ  time between failures, independent 
and exponentially distributed. So, the expected time between failures is 

 [ ]
f

fE
λ

τ 1
= , where fλ is the failure rate.  

Then  
 ),min( 2 fY ττ= . 
In other words, we define a random variable Y as the time between the last 
two checkpoints, if there is no failure, or the time between last checkpoint and 
recovery if there is a failure.  
 
The event min ,  is equivalent to  so 

 
 min ,                                       

               

             ·                   

Thus, Y is an exponentially distributed random variable with the total arrival 
rate fλλ +2 . 
 
Let N be the number of customers in the log when the system crashes and R 
the recovery time. Then the expected number of the customers in the log is 
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1

                                                                                

and the expected recovery time is 

              
                    

        
1

  ,                                                    

where  average time to read a log, and, in our case, the average time the 
server is occupied by a breakdown is the expected recovery time, . 
 
We define the availability of the server for the customers as 
 

 
   

                                                     

   
        

So the expected availability for the customers is 
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where =μ  average time for server to deal with a checkpoint request. 
This follows from the law of large numbers, which states that the average of a 
sequence of random variables, independent and identically distributed, 
converges to its mean as the size of the sequence goes to infinity. 
We can now maximize the availability with specific values for , ,  and . 
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To avoid that the queue eventually grows to infinity, we have to require that 
the utilization of the server  
 12211 <++= ff λμλμλμρ   
(treating a failure as a customer who has to be dealt with before the system can 
proceed).  
 
By definition, the utilization of a single server,  

     . 
 

Since we have three types of arrivals, the total utilization  
  ∑ , , ∑ , , ,   

where  2 is occupation rate for type  jobs,  
1,    
2,
3,   .     

  

It’s the proportion of time the server is busy and should be less than 1. 
 
This stability condition simply states that the system is stable if the work that 
is brought to the system per unit of time is strictly smaller than the processing 
rate, which is 1 since there is only one server. 
 
Putting 0/][ 2 =∂∂ λAE  should give us 2λ . 
We get 

 0)1(/)1(2 1
2

112
2
2 =++−++ λμλμλλμλμλλλ LffLLf , 

so 
 )/1()1( 11)(12 μλμλλλμλλμλλ ++++−=

− LffLfLf . 

The negative root is not used, since 02 ≥λ . 
 

3.3. Optimum checkpoint interval by Gelenbe 
 
For the model that Gelenbe analyses in his paper, he shows that the optimum 
checkpoint interval is a function of the load of the system. He also proves that 
the total operating time of the system between successive checkpoints chosen 
as a deterministic quantity gives the maximum availability. [1] 
 
He considers a single server system, similar to ours, where the transactions are 
handled in a first come first served order. When the system fails, all of the 
                                                 
2 Not to be confused with the service rate, usually denoted with 1   ⁄ , 
and utilization . We call our service times , 1,2, , so our  . 
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transactions between two successive checkpoints which are stored in what he 
calls audit trail (we call it log), are executed again. This is the recovery time 
under which the customers cannot be served. The service of the customers is 
then dependent on the “state” of the server, defined as 0, ≥tX t ,  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧
=

.0
,cov1

int,2

normallyoperatingisitif
failureafromeringreisitif
checkpoacreatingissystemtheif

X t
 

So during the state 0 is when the customers can be served. 
 
Assumptions: 

 { }0, ≥tXt  is a stochastic process. A stochastic process is a 
mathematical abstraction of an empirical process whose development 
is governed by probabilistic laws. It is defined as family of random 
variables, { }TtX t ∈,  defined over some index set or parameter space T 
(also called time range).  If T is an interval or an algebraic combination 
of intervals then the stochastic process { }TtX t ∈,  is called a 
continuous-parameter process defined on parameter space T. If T is a 
countable sequence, then the stochastic process { }TtX t ∈,  is said to be 
a discrete-parameter process defined on the index set T. [4] 

 denotes the state of the process at time t. 
 The random variable Y  is the length of time between two successive 

checkpoints during which the system is available for service, i.e. the 
total time spent in state 0. It is independent of the past history of the 
process and it has a general distribution function F(y), density function 
f(y) and the expectation E[Y] ∞<= ∫

∞

0
)( dyyyf . 

 The time to create the checkpoint (state 2) has a general distribution 
function C(y) and the expectation E[Y] ∞<= ∫

∞

0
)( dyyyc . At the end of 

this time the process returns to state 0. 
 The system crashes, i.e. goes from state 0 to state 1, according to a 

Poisson process with parameter fλ . fλ  is the failure rate. 
 The time spent by the server in state 1, considering time t and letting t’ 

be the last time before t when the system was creating a checkpoint, is 
defined as   

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

⎩
⎨
⎧ =

==
= ∫

,0
0

01
)(,10)(

)( ' 00

otherwise
otherwise

Xif
lwhereorXifdl

tY
t

t
t

t τττ
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This denotes the total time spent by the server in the state 0 in the 
interval [t’, t]. The server remains in state 1, recovering, for a time of 
duration h(Y(t)) = fτ .  
Function h(y) is a recovery time. Gelenbe uses βα += yyh )( , while in 
our simulation we have the same function with 0=β . 

 The stationary (equilibrium) probabilities associated with the stochastic 
process { }0, ≥tX t  are given by  

2,1,0},Pr{lim
0

===
→

jjX ttjπ , 

so  
π  is the unique nonnegative solution to  

Pππ = satisfying ∑∞

=
=

0
1

j jπ .  

 Since the process{ }0, ≥tX t  is Markov, continuous time, with finite 
number of states, each accessible from the others, it is ergodic. This 
means that it returns to 0 and starts all over again (renews itself). These 
renewal times are the times when the process enters state 2, i.e. 
checkpoints.  

 
Since failures are arriving as a Poisson process conditioned on n occurrences 
of failures, the instants of n failures are independent and each uniformly 
distributed. Note that it is the times at which the arrivals occurred that are 
uniformly distributed and not the interarrival times.  
 
To prove this, let N(t) be the number of events in a Poisson process by time t 
and jT  be the time of event j. We need to find the conditional distribution of 
( )nTT ,,1 K  given that ntN =)( . 
 
Let jS  denote thj  interarrival time so that jj SST ++= L1 , where 

)(~ λExpS j  and nSS ,,1 K  independent random variables. 
Then js is the time between event j-1 and j ( 1s  time to first event). 
Event that  

}{})({ 111 ++<≤++== nn sstssntN LL ; ),( 11 jjjjjj hsssss +−−∈ −− . 
 
Let 

)},(,
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That is identical to the joint density of the order statistics of n random 
variables uniform in time interval [ ]t,0 .3 
 
If we now let m be the average time between checkpoints and Ai the average 
time the process spends in state i between two successive checkpoints then 

 
.2,1,01

, == iA
m iiπ  

 
Consider an interval between two successive checkpoints, and y as the total 
time that the system is operating normally. The expected length of this interval 
(for given y) is 
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3 Definition (Order Statistics): Let nYY ,,1 K be n random variables. The order statistics 
corresponding to the nYY ,,1 K  are )()1( ,, nYY K , where )()2()1( nYYY ≤≤≤ K and 

, … , , … ,  for some permutation  . 
Further more, if nYY ,,1 K  independent and identically distributed random variables each 
uniformly distributed on [0, t] then the joint density function for ),,( )()1( nYY K is given by     
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The expectation over all values of y is 
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0π  can then be seen as the availability of the server since it is the stationary 

probability that the server is available for service.  
The more convenient form is 
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The general problem of the optimum checkpoint interval is to find F(y) which 
maximizes the availability 0π . 
The following argument shows that 0π  is optimized by letting Y be 
deterministic. Denote by Ya the set of all probability distribution functions of 
fixed and finite expectation, aYE =][ , 0≥a . 
Let ∫=

y
dxxhyH

0
)()( , and )]([)( YHEHE =  be the expectation of )( yH  if Y is 

distributed according to some ∈F Ya. Jensen’s inequality states that 
)(][ aHHE ≥ , if )( yH is convex.  

 
By definition, a function f(x) is said to be convex over an interval [a, b] if for 
every x1, x2 from [a, b], and 10 ≤≤ λ , 

)()1()())1(( 2121 xfxfxxf λλλλ −+≤−+ . 
(A function is strictly convex if equality holds only if 0=λ  or 1=λ .) 
 
Jensen’s inequality states that if  is convex and X is a random variable then 

])[()]([ XEfXfE ≥ . 
Put another way,

  
∑ ∑ ⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
≥

x x
xxpfxfxp )()()( . 

We prove this by induction.  
 
- When X takes two values, p1 and )1( 12 pp −= , the inequality is 

).()()( 22112211 xpxpfxfpxfp +≥+  
   This is true by definition of convexity. 
 
- Suppose it is true for distributions with 1−k values. Let  

1,,2,1,
1

* −=
−

= ki
p

p
p

k

i
i K . 

  Then 

1                                               

                       1                                            
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             ,                         

which proves inequality. 
 
For fixed a 0≥ , we have then 

][][)()(][
0

0 HECEa
a

dyyHyfaCE

a

faf
λλ

π
++

=
++

=
∫
∞

. 

 
Consider now a function βα += yyh )(  where 0, >βα are constants.β  can 
be seen as time it takes  to reload information stored at checkpoint and yα  as 
time it takes to re-execute transactions in time Y.  
Then 

yyyH βα += 2)2/()( ,  
with )()( yhyH =′  and 0)( >=′′ αyH , so )(yH  convex, and by Jensen’s 
inequality 
 

][][)2/()(])[(][][)2/(][ 22 YEYEaHYEHYEYEHE βαβα +==≥+=  
 

Denote optimum checkpoint interval ∈)(* yF Ya and ∫
∞

=
0

* )( dyyyfa  for 

some 0≥a . Then  

2

*
0

2
][

))((
aaCEa

ayF
ff λαβλ

π
+++

≤ . 

With equality only if 22 ][][ YEYE =  (so 0)( =YVar  and therefore, coefficient 
of variation 0)( =YC ), which means that Y is deterministic. 
 
To find parameters α  andβ , let )0,0(*p  be the probability that the system is 
idle, given that is operating normally. Then, in the interval of normal 
operation, the system will be busy during average time ))0,0(1( *py − .  
Since transactions/customers arrive at a rate λ  and have service rate μ  then 
the average number of transactions in that interval is ))0,0(1( *py −μ . 
 
Suppose now that =k  the number of transactions that have to be reprocessed 
after a failure, then the reprocessing time of the failure which occurs after 

 time units of normal operation takes on average, a time ))0,0(1( *1 pyk −− μμ . 
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So ))0,0(1( *pk −≈α  and 
 

β+−= ))0,0(1()( pkyyh . 
 
According to Gelenbe [1, chap. 3], stationary probability that the server is 
busy given that is in state 0 is  

0
* 1)0,0( π

μ
λ

−=p , 

so 

0πμ
λα k= , 

which gives 

μ
λλβλπ

2
1)][1(0 ak

a
CE

ff −=++ . 

Therefore the value of a which maximizes 0π is 
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That is the formula for the optimum checkpoint interval. [1] 
 

4   Results 
 
Three measures of the efficiency of the system are considered. Firstly, as in 
the situation treated by Gelenbe, we consider maximizing the time that the 
system is available for use by customers. Secondly, we consider a situation 
where the queue has finite capacity and we find the checkpointing interval that 
minimizes the number of customers who are turned away. Finally, we consider 
the checkpointing interval that minimizes the expected transaction time for a 
customer. 
 
In principle, the simulation procedure is versatile; the optimal checkpointing 
interval for a wide range of criteria may be computed.  
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4.1. Maximizing availability  
 
In our first simulation, with different checkpointing intervals, we get results 
collected in table1. For each checkpointing interval we run the simulation 10 
times so total runtime is 14400 units (minutes). 
The other parameters (parameter set 1) are: 

- customers arrive on average every 10 min, 1 10⁄ , 
- customer service time takes about 7 min, 7, 
- the checkpointing takes 2 min, 2, 
- the system fails on average every 900 min, 1 900⁄  
- and the recovery time is (The number in the log) ×  0.5 min, 0.5. 

 
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

Number of failures 3 0 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 4 17 
 
The number of failures varies from 0 to 4 over those 10 runs (days). However, 
the number of checkpoints is the same for each run but it varies, naturally, for 
different checkpointing interval. The shorter interval between two checkpoints 
the more checkpoints there are. 
 
The total downtime is  ∑  ∑  , and 

 The availability  
14400  

14400 .                         

 
Checkpointing 
intervals (min) 

Total downtime 
(min) 

Availability 

60 493,5 0,965729 
120 294 0,979583 
180 241,5 0,983229 
240 206 0,985694 
270 210,5 0,985382 
300 191,5 0,986701 
315 174,5 0,987882 
330 182 0,987361 
360 194,5 0,986493 

No checkpoints 375 0,973958 
Table 1.  Availability for different checkpointing intervals  
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For maximising availability, the optimal checkpointing interval is the one that 
gives the least downtime. Only point estimates are given; no attempt at 
estimating the standard error of the estimates has been made. The ‘point 
estimate’ suggests that one should checkpoint every 315 minutes. This gave 
the best availability; the system was available 98,8% of the time for the 
service of the customers. But for these parameter values, the availability does 
not change substantially for a wide range of checkpoint interval. Anywhere 
between 180 to 360, gives availability over 98%. It is important not to 
checkpoint more frequently, since this uses time checkpointing, hence reduces 
availability. Insufficient data was gathered to see if checkpointing is necessary 
at all for this choice of parameter values.  
 
Since Gelenbe showed that deterministic checkpointing is more efficient. The 
following figure shows the difference between downtimes for both 
deterministic and exponential checkpointing intervals. In both these cases we 
have averaged over 10 runs for each checkpointing interval to get the total 
(average) downtime.  
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Figure 5. Total downtime (Deterministic vs. Exponential checkpoint 
distributions) for several checkpoint intervals 

 
In figure 5 we can see that the results are reasonably close but the 
deterministic checkpointing gives smaller downtimes than the exponential 
checkpointing, which in turn yields better availability for the customers and 
therefore is the optimal distribution of the checkpointing intervals.  
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4.2. Minimizing the number of blocked customers 
 
In the second simulation we are minimizing the number of customers that are 
blocked by the system. All the parameters are the same as before. The only 
difference is that the number of customers waiting in line is limited to 5. As 
previously, we are taking the total of 10 runs for each checkpointing interval. 
The results are collected in table 2. 
 

 Checkpointing interval (min) Number of blocked customers 
60 109 
120 91 
180 79 
240 80 
300 80 
315 81 
330 79 
360 86 

No checkpoints 81 
Table 2.  Number of blocked customers for different checkpointing intervals 

 
Table 2 shows that a couple of different intervals, from 180 to 330, give 
lowest numbers of the customers that are turned away, and therefore are the 
optimal checkpointing intervals in this situation. 
 
Comparing the total number of blocked customers in two parallel simulations, 
one with the deterministic checkpointing intervals (both interarrival and 
service times of checkpoints are distributed deterministically) and the other 
with the exponential (both interarrival and service times are exponentially 
distributed), gives, again, similar results (as shown in figure 6). Here it is again 
clear that the number of blocked customers increases substantially if 
checkpointing is carried out too often. The results again suggest that the 
optimal checkpointing intervals are between 180 and 330 minutes, but without 
estimates of the standard deviation, there is no evidence that checkpointing 
improves the situation for these parameter values. 
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Figure 6. Total number of blocked customers (Deterministic vs. Exponential 
checkpoint distributions) averaged over 10 runs for several checkpoint 
intervals  

Results from our theoretical model – parameter set 1 
Next, we’ll see how closely our simulations correspond to theoretical 
calculations. We calculate, with the values for 1,, λλμμ andfL  used in our 
simulations, the arrival rate of checkpoints, 2λ , and expected value of 
availability, ][AE . 

So with 
900
1

10
1,5.0,2 1 ==== fL and λλμμ  

We get  
00411.0)/1()1( 1112 ≅++++−= μλμλλλμλλμλλ LffLfLf  

and the expected time between checkpoints 

  243
00411.0

1][ 2 ≅=τE . 

This gives the expected availability 

981338.0
)1(

)1(
][

21

2
2
2 =

++

+−+−
=

λλμλ
λμλλμλ

Lf

ffAE  

so, the availability of the server for the customers is 98,1%. Our results were 
consistently slightly higher than this when deterministic checkpointing was 
used, illustrating the result by Gelenbe. 
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In the following figure we show the relationship between expected checkpoint 
time ( 21 λ ) and the average time the system fails ( fλ1 ), with the same values 
for 1, λμμ andL . Here we see that, as the time for the system failure 
increases, the expected time between checkpoints increases as well. 
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 Figure 7. Relationship between the failure times and the checkpoint times  

Results of Gelenbe’s model – parameter set 1 
If we now use the same values in Gelenbe’s model, to find the optimum 
checkpointing interval 
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using also ,0=β  2][ =CE , 10/11 == λλ , 71 == μμ ,  
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NEk
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=a  we get 

.
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90
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=  

This leads to an equation  
 0252000028004 23 =−−+ aaa   
with the only positive real solution 142≅a . 
 
The optimum checkpointing interval in this case, according to Gelenbe, is an 
interval of 142 minutes. This is significantly lower than the optimal 
checkpoint interval computed for exponential checkpointing times, which 
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turned out to have expected value 243 minutes, and which agreed with the 
simulations. It seems to be lower than the minimum ‘reasonable’ value that the 
simulations yielded. 

4.3. Minimizing the expected transaction time 
 
In this model we illustrate the results if different measure is important, such as, 
average transaction time instead of availability. 

Minimizing expected transaction time – parameter set 1 
In this case we continue using the same parameters, as thus far. That is: 

- customers arrive on average every 10 min,  
- customer service time takes about 7 min, 
- the checkpointing takes 2 min, 
- the system fails on average every 900 min,  
- the recovery time is (The number in the log) ×  0.5 min, 
- total run time is 14400 minutes, 
- total number of customers is N=1412 for each checkpointing interval, 

averaged over 10 runs. 
 
To find the minimum transaction time we divided the total transactions time 
(sum of all individual transaction times) with the total number of customers 
for each of checkpointing interarrival times. All of these are taken over 10 
runs for each checkpointing interval. The results are collected in table 3. 
 

Checkpoint 
interarrival 
time (min) 

Total 
transaction 

time, T (min) 

Average 
transaction time, 

T/N (min) 
60 10444,60 7,40 
120 10463,96 7,41 
180 10438,58 7,39 
240 10424,70 7,38 
300 10412,60 7,37 
360 10471,17 7,42 
500 10404,02 7,37 

No checkpoints 10561,24 7,48 
Table 3. Average transaction times for different checkpointing intervals 

In table 3 we see that there is not much difference between average transaction 
times; the differences may be attributed to random fluctuations and 
checkpointing makes very little difference.  Checkpointing is unnecessary with 
this set of parameters.  
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There is no evidence that checkpointing improves the situation for any of the 
measures of efficiency using these parameters. We now consider a set of 
parameters where checkpointing is necessary. 

Minimizing expected transaction time - parameter set 2 
In this case, the system fails more often. Both the recovery time and 
checkpointing time take longer. The customers arrive more often too, but their 
service times are shorter.  
Following are the parameters used in this case: 

- customers arrive on average every 5 min, 1 5⁄ , 
- customer service time takes on average 3 min, 3, 
- the checkpointing takes 7 min, 7, 
- the system fails on average every 400 min, 1 400⁄ , 

 
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

Number of failures 4 0 4 1 2 3 4 4 2 4 28 
 

- the recovery time is (The number in the log) ×  3 min, 3, 
- and the total runtime is again 14400 minutes/checkpointing interval. 

  
To find the minimum transaction time we divided the total transactions time 
with the total number of customers for each of checkpointing interarrival 
times. All of these are taken over 10 runs for each checkpointing interval. The 
results are shown in table 4, as well as figure 8. 

Table 4. Average transaction time for different checkpointing intervals 

 
In this case we’ve found a minimum transaction time for the checkpoint 
interarrival time somewhere in the interval between 60 and 180 minutes.  

Checkpoint 
interarrival 
time (min) 

Total 
transaction 

time, T (min) 

Total number 
of customers, N 

Average 
transaction time, 

T/N (min) 
30 10203,99 2796 3,65 
60 9535,45 2795 3,41 
120 9594,38 2787 3,44 
150 9702,01 2791 3,48 
180 9598,39 2786 3,45 
240 9954,17 2750 3,62 
300 10041,80 2762 3,64 

No checkpoints 10803,30 2589 4,17 
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Table 4 also shows that if there are no checkpoints the average transaction 
time is considerably larger, so checkpointing seems to improve the situation.     

   
Figure 8. Average transaction times for different checkpointing intervals 

Maximizing availability – parameter set 2 
Next, we show the results obtained when the same values are used in 
maximizing availability model. Namely, customers arrive on average every 5 
minutes, their service time is 3 minutes on average, checkpointing takes 7 min, 
and the system fails every 400 minutes. The recovery time is (The number in 
the log) ×  3 minutes. Runtime is 1440 minutes and there are 10 runs for each 
checkpointing interval. Results are shown in table 5 and figure 9. 
 

Checkpointing 
intervals (min) 

Total downtime 
(min) 

Availability 

30 3477 0,7585 
60 2068 0,8564 
75 1861 0,8743 
90 1637 0,8863 
120 1703 0,8817 
150 1655 0,8851 
180 1810 0,8743 
240 2338 0,8376 
300 2511 0,8256 

No checkpointing 5079 0,6473 
Table 5.  Maximizing availability for different checkpointing intervals – 

parameter set 2 

From table 5, and in figure 9, we see that the optimal checkpoint interval in 
this model is matching that of minimizing expected transaction time model. 
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For the checkpointing intervals of 60 to 180 minutes, the availability of the 
server for the customers is over 85%. The highest availability, 89 % in this 
case, has been attained for the checkpointing interval of 90 minutes and the 
lowest (of 65%) in the absence of checkpointing. 
 

 
Figure 9. Availability for different checkpointing intervals 

Results of Gelenbe’s model –parameter set 2 
Putting the same parameter values into Gelenbe’s model, to find the optimum 
checkpointing interval, and using ,0=β  7][ =CE , 5/11 == λλ , 

,400/1=fλ  31 == μμ ,  , where  , we get the equation: 

 14 1500 420000 0  
with one real solution 76.78. 
 
The optimal checkpointing interval, by Gelenbe, under same circumstances, is 
an interval of 77 minutes. This is inside the interval of optimal interarrivals, 
between 60 and 180 minutes, which has been obtained in the previous, 
maximizing availability case, as well as the optimal checkpointing intervals 
we have found when minimizing expected transaction times, also 60 to 180 
minutes. 

Results from our model –parameter set 2 
Our calculation, with the same values as above, produce the following arrival 
rate of checkpoints, 2λ , and expected value of availability, ][AE . 
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and the expected time between checkpoints 

 23.92
010842.0

1][ 2 ≅=τE . 

This gives the expected availability 

.830712.0
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Lf

ffAE  

So, the optimal checkpointing interval is about 92 minutes, which is inside the 
already established intervals, and which yields the availability of the server for 
the customers of 83%. 

5   Conclusions and discussion 
 
By using the idea behind Gelenbe’s model and assuming all three arrival 
processes as Poisson processes with exponentially distributed random 
interarrival times we have constructed a method for computing the optimal 
checkpoint interval. We have also simulated the system using GPSS, with both 
deterministic and exponential checkpoint intervals so that we could compare 
the two. This illustrated Gelenbe’s result, that deterministic checkpointing is 
more efficient. 
 
Our analysis of the maximum availability also shows that deterministic 
checkpoint intervals give optimal results, which corresponds to the results of 
Gelenbe. Simulating the system yielded the optimal checkpoint interval which 
maximised the amount of time that the server was available for customers, 
which was the first aim of the project.  
 
The simplest M/M/1 model yields an optimal checkpoint interval, via 
theoretical computations, that is substantially lower than the length of interval 
obtained from simulating the system with a deterministic checkpoint interval.  
Larger numbers of checkpoints reduce availability. 
 
The simulation was carried out using various parameter values. In the 
presentation, two different sets of parameter values were chosen that modelled 
‘realistic’ situations and illustrated the important effects. 
With the first set of parameters we were able to find optimal checkpointing 
intervals, which were similar, for both the maximizing availability case and 
the minimizing number of blocked customers’ case, but the results suggested 
that checkpointing did not improve the situation substantially for these 
parameter values. 
With the second set of parameters we found that both availability problem and 
the average transaction times produced the same optimal checkpointing 
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intervals. This was also confirmed by our theoretical calculations, as well as 
Gelenbe’s, whose result was less than the result from our model (as it should 
be since checkpoints in his case were deterministic while in ours they were 
exponential). 
 
In the problem of minimizing the expected service time, the checkpointing 
turns out to be necessary. This is required to ensure that occasional customers 
are not blocked for very long periods. Without checkpointing, the system 
behaves far from optimally.    
 
The results show that the M/M/1 queueing system, which may be considered 
theoretically, yields results that give good approximation to the optimal 
interval for the model with deterministic checkpointing.  
 
Systems with general arrival or service distributions may be treated quite 
easily using GPSS simulation, but there are insufficient tools available for 
theoretical computation of the optimal checkpointing interval.  
It is straightforward to analyse variations of the model using GPSS. For 
example, the arrival process may be modelled using a non-homogeneous 
Poisson process, where the intensity changes over time to model periods 
during the day when more customers arrive. 
 
A ‘real’ situation has many more features than those contained in the 
simplified models presented here, but the important parameters have been 
retained and the models discussed contain some important features. 
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A   Simulation code and some results 

A.1   Simulation code for the availability problem 
 
The following is the code for the maximizing availability problem. 
 
simulate 10 
 
LET X$log=0 
LET X$check=0 
LET X$ftime=0 
 
QTABLE bank,0,10,10 
arrvl GENERATE 10*fn$xpdis,,,,3 
 ARRIVE bank 
 LET x$nin=q$bank 
 LET x$clo1=cl   ! entrance time 
server SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE 7*fn$xpdis(3) 
 RELEASE app 
logout SEIZE log,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(4) 
 LET x$log=x$log+1   ! number in the log 
 RELEASE log 
exit DEPART bank 
 LET x$clo2=cl   ! exit time 
 LET x$cldiff=x$clo2-x$clo1 
 TERMINATE  
 
cpoint GENERATE 315,,,,2 
 ARRIVE check 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 LET x$ctime=2   ! time to read the log = 2 min 
 PRINT 'Checkpoint time      ',x$ctime 
 ADVANCE 2 
 RELEASE app 
 LET x$check=x$check+1  ! number of checkpoints 
 LET x$log=0    ! clear the log 
 DEPART check 
 TERMINATE  
 
fail GENERATE 900*fn$xpdis(5),,,,1 
 LET x$ftime=x$log*0.5 
 PRINT 'Recovery time        ',x$ftime 
crash SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE x$ftime 
 LET x$log=0 
 LET x$check=0 
 RELEASE app 
 TERMINATE  
 
stop GENERATE 1440 
 TERMINATE 1 
 
start 1 
end 
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A.2   An example of Micro-GPSS output  
This is a part of GPSS output for the maximizing availability problem with the 
choice of the checkpointing interval we found to be optimal (according to our 
specific values for other parameters).  
 
 
Run 1 
 
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Recovery time              8.50                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Recovery time             15.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Recovery time              2.50                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 
 Clock       1440.00 
  
 Block counts 
 Number Adr.   Oper.  Current  Total 
     1  ARRVL  GENERA           146 
     2         ARRIVE           146 
     3         LET              146 
     4         LET              146 
     5  SERVER SEIZE            146 
     6         ADVANC     1     146 
     7         RELEAS           145 
     8  LOGOUT SEIZE            145 
     9         ADVANC           145 
    10         LET              145 
    11         RELEAS           145 
    12  EXIT   DEPART           145 
    13         LET              145 
    14         LET              145 
    15         TERMIN           145 
    16  CPOINT GENERA             4 
    17         ARRIVE             4 
    18         SEIZE              4 
    19         LET                4 
    20         PRINT              4 
    21         ADVANC             4 
    22         RELEAS             4 
    23         LET                4 
    24         LET                4 
    25         DEPART             4 
    26         TERMIN             4 
    27  FAIL   GENERA             3 
    28         LET                3 
    29         PRINT              3 
    30  CRASH  SEIZE              3 
    31         ADVANC             3 
    32         LET                3 
    33         LET                3 
    34         RELEAS             3 
    35         TERMIN             3 
    36  STOP   GENERA             1 
    37         TERMIN             1 
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                   (1)             (2)              (3) 
 Facility         Average        Number of         Average 
                utilization       entries        time/trans 
 APP               68.88            153              6.48 
 LOG                4.97            145              0.49 
 
                (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)        (5) 
 Queue or     Maximum     Average      Total       Zero      Percent 
  AD set      contents    contents    entries     entries     zeros 
 BANK            9          1.89       146           0        0.00 
 APP             8          1.27       153          45       29.41 
 LOG             4          0.01       145         134       92.41 
 CHECK           1          0.07         4           0        0.00 
 
               (6)           (7)          (8) 
 Queue or     Average      $Average      Current          
  AD set     time/trans    time/trans    contents 
 BANK          18.67         18.67          1 
 APP           11.94         16.91          0 
 LOG            0.08          1.11          0 
 CHECK         23.92         23.92          0 
 $Average time/trans=average time/trans excluding zero entries 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   145        18.69        13.42      2710.27         0.08        56.15 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           48          33.10          33.10          66.90 
    10.01 -    20           39          26.90          60.00          40.00 
    20.01 -    30           25          17.24          77.24          22.76 
    30.01 -    40           22          15.17          92.41           7.59 
    40.01 -    50            8           5.52          97.93           2.07 
    50.01 -    60            3           2.07         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
  
 
 Run   2 
 
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 
 Clock       1440.00 
  
 Block counts 
 Number Adr.   Oper.  Current  Total 
     1  ARRVL  GENERA           158 
     2         ARRIVE           158 
     3         LET              158 
     4         LET              158 
     5  SERVER SEIZE            158 
     6         ADVANC     1     158 
     7         RELEAS           157 
     8  LOGOUT SEIZE            157 
     9         ADVANC           157 
    10         LET              157 
    11         RELEAS           157 
    12  EXIT   DEPART           157 
    13         LET              157 
    14         LET              157 
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    15         TERMIN           157 
    16  CPOINT GENERA             4 
    17         ARRIVE             4 
    18         SEIZE              4 
    19         LET                4 
    20         PRINT              4 
    21         ADVANC             4 
    22         RELEAS             4 
    23         LET                4 
    24         LET                4 
    25         DEPART             4 
    26         TERMIN             4 
    27  FAIL   GENERA             0 
    28         LET                0 
    29         PRINT              0 
    30  CRASH  SEIZE              0 
    31         ADVANC             0 
    32         LET                0 
    33         LET                0 
    34         RELEAS             0 
    35         TERMIN             0 
    36  STOP   GENERA             1 
    37         TERMIN             1 
 
                    (1)             (2)              (3) 
 Facility         Average        Number of         Average 
                utilization       entries        time/trans 
 APP               74.68            162              6.64 
 LOG                4.90            157              0.45 
 
                (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)        (5) 
 Queue or     Maximum     Average      Total       Zero      Percent 
  AD set      contents    contents    entries     entries     zeros 
 BANK           15          3.36       158           0        0.00 
 APP            14          2.76       162          39       24.07 
 LOG             1          0.00       157         152       96.82 
 CHECK           1          0.20         4           0        0.00 
 
               (6)           (7)          (8) 
 Queue or     Average      $Average      Current          
  AD set     time/trans    time/trans    contents 
 BANK          30.59         30.59          1 
 APP           24.54         32.32          0 
 LOG            0.01          0.28          0 
 CHECK         72.31         72.31          0 
 $Average time/trans=average time/trans excluding zero entries 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   157        30.77        29.98      4831.55         0.27       113.65 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           45          28.66          28.66          71.34 
    10.01 -    20           35          22.29          50.96          49.04 
    20.01 -    30           25          15.92          66.88          33.12 
    30.01 -    40            7           4.46          71.34          28.66 
    40.01 -    50            3           1.91          73.25          26.75 
    50.01 -    60           10           6.37          79.62          20.38 
    60.01 -    70           14           8.92          88.54          11.46 
    70.01 -    80            4           2.55          91.08           8.92 
    80.01 -    90            3           1.91          92.99           7.01 
        Overflow            11           7.01         100.00           0.00 
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     (7) Average value of overflow         103.79 
 Run   3 
 
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Recovery time              0.50                                                
 Recovery time              4.50                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 
 Clock       1440.00 
  
 Block counts 
 Number Adr.   Oper.  Current  Total 
     1  ARRVL  GENERA           121 
     2         ARRIVE           121 
     3         LET              121 
     4         LET              121 
     5  SERVER SEIZE            121 
     6         ADVANC           121 
     7         RELEAS           121 
     8  LOGOUT SEIZE            121 
     9         ADVANC           121 
    10         LET              121 
    11         RELEAS           121 
    12  EXIT   DEPART           121 
    13         LET              121 
    14         LET              121 
    15         TERMIN           121 
    16  CPOINT GENERA             4 
    17         ARRIVE             4 
    18         SEIZE              4 
    19         LET                4 
    20         PRINT              4 
    21         ADVANC             4 
    22         RELEAS             4 
    23         LET                4 
    24         LET                4 
    25         DEPART             4 
    26         TERMIN             4 
    27  FAIL   GENERA             2 
    28         LET                2 
    29         PRINT              2 
    30  CRASH  SEIZE              2 
    31         ADVANC             2 
    32         LET                2 
    33         LET                2 
    34         RELEAS             2 
    35         TERMIN             2 
    36  STOP   GENERA             1 
    37         TERMIN             1 
 
                    (1)             (2)              (3) 
 Facility         Average        Number of         Average 
                utilization       entries        time/trans 
 APP               68.46            127              7.76 
 LOG                4.07            121              0.48 
 
                (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)        (5) 
 Queue or     Maximum     Average      Total       Zero      Percent 
  AD set      contents    contents    entries     entries     zeros 
 BANK            8          1.71       121           0        0.00 
 APP             7          1.09       127          44       34.65 
 LOG             1          0.00       121         116       95.87 
 CHECK           1          0.09         4           0        0.00 
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               (6)           (7)          (8) 
 Queue or     Average      $Average      Current          
  AD set     time/trans    time/trans    contents 
 BANK          20.32         20.32          0 
 APP           12.30         18.83          0 
 LOG            0.02          0.56          0 
 CHECK         32.99         32.99          0 
 $Average time/trans=average time/trans excluding zero entries 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   121        20.32        13.42      2458.36         0.63        54.31 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           36          29.75          29.75          70.25 
    10.01 -    20           25          20.66          50.41          49.59 
    20.01 -    30           28          23.14          73.55          26.45 
    30.01 -    40           22          18.18          91.74           8.26 
    40.01 -    50            7           5.79          97.52           2.48 
    50.01 -    60            3           2.48         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
   
 Run   4 
 Recovery time              3.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 Checkpoint time            2.00                                                
 
 Clock       1440.00 
  
 Block counts 
 Number Adr.   Oper.  Current  Total 
     1  ARRVL  GENERA           143 
     2         ARRIVE           143 
     3         LET              143 
     4         LET              143 
     5  SERVER SEIZE            143 
     6         ADVANC           143 
     7         RELEAS           143 
     8  LOGOUT SEIZE            143 
     9         ADVANC           143 
    10         LET              143 
    11         RELEAS           143 
    12  EXIT   DEPART           143 
    13         LET              143 
    14         LET              143 
    15         TERMIN           143 
    16  CPOINT GENERA             4 
    17         ARRIVE             4 
    18         SEIZE              4 
    19         LET                4 
    20         PRINT              4 
    21         ADVANC             4 
    22         RELEAS             4 
    23         LET                4 
    24         LET                4 
    25         DEPART             4 
    26         TERMIN             4 
    27  FAIL   GENERA             1 
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    28         LET                1 
    29         PRINT              1 
    30  CRASH  SEIZE              1 
    31         ADVANC             1 
    32         LET                1 
    33         LET                1 
    34         RELEAS             1 
    35         TERMIN             1 
    36  STOP   GENERA             1 
    37         TERMIN             1 
 
 
                    (1)             (2)              (3) 
 Facility         Average        Number of         Average 
                utilization       entries        time/trans 
 APP               69.29            148              6.74 
 LOG                5.69            143              0.57 
 
                (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)        (5) 
 Queue or     Maximum     Average      Total       Zero      Percent 
  AD set      contents    contents    entries     entries     zeros 
 BANK           10          1.92       143           0        0.00 
 APP             9          1.25       148          49       33.11 
 LOG             1          0.01       143         134       93.71 
 CHECK           1          0.05         4           0        0.00 
 
               (6)           (7)          (8) 
 Queue or     Average      $Average      Current          
  AD set     time/trans    time/trans    contents 
 BANK          19.37         19.37          0 
 APP           12.21         18.25          0 
 LOG            0.05          0.84          0 
 CHECK         17.15         17.15          0 
 $Average time/trans=average time/trans excluding zero entries 
 
 
 Table   
       
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   143        19.37        17.00      2769.52         0.40        88.05 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           51          35.66          35.66          64.34 
    10.01 -    20           40          27.97          63.64          36.36 
    20.01 -    30           19          13.29          76.92          23.08 
    30.01 -    40            9           6.29          83.22          16.78 
    40.01 -    50           18          12.59          95.80           4.20 
    50.01 -    60            4           2.80          98.60           1.40 
    60.01 -    70            1           0.70          99.30           0.70 
    70.01 -    80            0           0.00          99.30           0.70 
    80.01 -    90            1           0.70         100.00           0.00 
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A.3   The problem of minimizing number of customers 
 
Next is the code for the case of minimizing the number of the customers that 
are turned away, if queue in front of the server is full. 

A.3.1   The case with checkpointing as D/D/1 queueing system 
 
simulate 10 
 
LET X$log=0 
LET X$check=0 
LET X$ftime=0 
LET X$total=0 
QTABLE bank,0,10,10 
arrvl GENERATE 10*fn$xpdis,,,,3 
 ARRIVE bank 
 LET x$nin=q$bank 
 LET x$clo1=cl   ! entrance time 
dline IF q$app>=5,exit   ! limit the number of customers 
login SEIZE login,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(6) 
 RELEASE login 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE 7*fn$xpdis(3) 
 RELEASE app 
logout SEIZE log,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(4) 
 LET x$log=x$log+1   ! number in the log 
 RELEASE log 
exit DEPART bank 
leave LET x$clo2=cl   ! exit time 
 LET x$cldiff=x$clo2-x$clo1 
 LET x$total=x$total+x$cldiff ! total time 
 TERMINATE  
 
cpoint GENERATE 300,,,,2 
 ARRIVE check 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 LET x$ctime=2   ! logreading - on average 2 min 
 ADVANCE x$ctime 
 RELEASE app 
 LET x$check=x$check+1  ! number of checkpoints 
 LET x$log=0    ! clear the log 
 DEPART check 
 TERMINATE  
 
fail GENERATE 900*fn$xpdis(5),,,,1 
 LET x$ftime=x$log*0.5 
crash SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE x$ftime 
 LET x$log=0 
 LET x$check=0 
 RELEASE app 
 TERMINATE  
 
stop GENERATE 1440 
 TERMINATE 1 
 
start 1 
end 
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A.3.2   The case with checkpointing as M/M/1 queueing system 
  
simulate 10 
 
LET X$log=0 
LET X$check=0 
LET X$ftime=0 
LET X$total=0 
QTABLE bank,0,10,10 
arrvl GENERATE 10*fn$xpdis,,,,3 
 ARRIVE bank 
 LET x$nin=q$bank 
 LET x$clo1=cl   ! entrance time 
dline IF q$app>=5,exit   ! limit the number of waiting customers 
login SEIZE login,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(6) 
 RELEASE login 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE 7*fn$xpdis(3) 
 RELEASE app 
logout SEIZE log,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(4) 
 LET x$log=x$log+1   ! number in the log 
 RELEASE log 
exit DEPART bank 
leave LET x$clo2=cl   ! exit time 
 LET x$cldiff=x$clo2-x$clo1 
 LET x$total=x$total+x$cldiff ! total time 
 TERMINATE  
 
cpoint GENERATE 300*fn$xpdis(8),,,,2 
 ARRIVE check 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 LET x$ctime=2*fn$xpdis(7) ! log reading on average 2 min 
 ADVANCE x$ctime 
 RELEASE app 
 LET x$check=x$check+1  ! number of checkpoints 
 LET x$log=0    ! clear the log 
 DEPART check 
 TERMINATE  
 
fail GENERATE 900*fn$xpdis(5),,,,1 
 LET x$ftime=x$log*0.5 
crash SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE x$ftime 
 LET x$log=0 
 LET x$check=0 
 RELEASE app 
 TERMINATE  
 
stop GENERATE 1440 
 TERMINATE 1 
 
start 1 
end 
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A.4   Code for minimizing average time case 
Following is the code for the minimizing average time problem. 
simulate 10 
 
LET X$log=0 
LET X$check=0 
LET X$ftime=0 
LET X$total=0 
LET X$fail=0 
QTABLE bank,0,10,10 
arrvl GENERATE 5*fn$xpdis,,,,3 
 ARRIVE bank 
login SEIZE login,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(6) 
 RELEASE login 
 LET x$clo1=cl   ! entrance time 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE 3*fn$xpdis(3) 
 RELEASE app 
 LET x$clo2=cl   ! exit time 
 LET x$cldiff=x$clo2-x$clo1 ! transaction time 
 PRINT 'Transaction time ',x$cldiff 
logout SEIZE log,Q 
 ADVANCE 0.5*fn$xpdis(4) 
 LET x$log=x$log+1   ! number in the log 
 RELEASE log 
exit DEPART bank 
 LET x$total=x$total+x$cldiff ! total time 
 TERMINATE  
 
cpoint GENERATE 120,,,,2 
 IF X$fail=1,nocp 
 ARRIVE check 
 SEIZE app,Q 
 LET x$cptime=7   ! time to read the log 
 ADVANCE x$cptime 
 PRINT 'Checkpoint time  ',x$cptime 
 RELEASE app 
 LET x$check=x$check+1  ! number of checkpoints 
 LET x$log=0 ! clear the log 
 DEPART check 
nocp TERMINATE  
 
fail GENERATE 400*fn$xpdis(5),,,,1 
 LET x$fail=1 
 LET x$ftime=x$log*3  ! time to read the log 
crash SEIZE app,Q 
 ADVANCE x$ftime 
 LET x$log=0 
 LET x$check=0 
 PRINT 'Down time        ',x$ftime 
 RELEASE app 
 LET x$fail=0 
 TERMINATE  
 
stop GENERATE 1440 
 PRINT 'Total transactions time ',x$total 
 TERMINATE 1 
start 1 
end 
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A.4.1   The ‘optimal’ choice of checkpointing interval 
Excerpts from the results of the minimizing average transaction time problem 
(Queue Tables) 
 
Run 1 
  
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   274         9.98         8.64      2734.53         0.36        40.05 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          174          63.50          63.50          36.50 
    10.01 -    20           64          23.36          86.86          13.14 
    20.01 -    30           21           7.66          94.53           5.47 
    30.01 -    40           14           5.11          99.64           0.36 
    40.01 -    50            1           0.36         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
 
Run 2 
 
Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   287         9.70         9.07      2783.39         0.63        48.52 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          193          67.25          67.25          32.75 
    10.01 -    20           63          21.95          89.20          10.80 
    20.01 -    30           17           5.92          95.12           4.88 
    30.01 -    40            7           2.44          97.56           2.44 
    40.01 -    50            7           2.44         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
 
Run 3 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   250        10.52         8.90      2631.24         0.48        47.04 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          146          58.40          58.40          41.60 
    10.01 -    20           69          27.60          86.00          14.00 
    20.01 -    30           23           9.20          95.20           4.80 
    30.01 -    40           11           4.40          99.60           0.40 
    40.01 -    50            1           0.40         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
 
Run   4 
 
Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   271         8.50         6.68      2302.41         0.46        38.24 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
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                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          192          70.85          70.85          29.15 
    10.01 -    20           57          21.03          91.88           8.12 
    20.01 -    30           21           7.75          99.63           0.37 
    30.01 -    40            1           0.37         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
 
 Run   5 
  
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   294        11.78         9.22      3463.39         0.19        44.27 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          159          54.08          54.08          45.92 
    10.01 -    20           83          28.23          82.31          17.69 
    20.01 -    30           32          10.88          93.20           6.80 
    30.01 -    40           19           6.46          99.66           0.34 
    40.01 -    50            1           0.34         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
   
 Run   6 
  
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   294        13.61        11.13      4002.49         0.50        60.69 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          140          47.62          47.62          52.38 
    10.01 -    20           97          32.99          80.61          19.39 
    20.01 -    30           31          10.54          91.16           8.84 
    30.01 -    40           12           4.08          95.24           4.76 
    40.01 -    50           11           3.74          98.98           1.02 
    50.01 -    60            2           0.68          99.66           0.34 
    60.01 -    70            1           0.34         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
 
Run   7 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   265        13.66        13.38      3620.22         0.73        74.71 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          152          57.36          57.36          42.64 
    10.01 -    20           49          18.49          75.85          24.15 
    20.01 -    30           33          12.45          88.30          11.70 
    30.01 -    40           19           7.17          95.47           4.53 
    40.01 -    50            4           1.51          96.98           3.02 
    50.01 -    60            7           2.64          99.62           0.38 
    60.01 -    70            0           0.00          99.62           0.38 
    70.01 -    80            1           0.38         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
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A.4.2   A worse case scenario 
Excerpts from the results of the minimizing average transaction time problem 
(Queue Tables) 
 

 No checkpointing 
 
Run 1 
 
Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   274        35.75        35.40      9796.07         0.36       119.73 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          107          39.05          39.05          60.95 
    10.01 -    20           25           9.12          48.18          51.82 
    20.01 -    30           21           7.66          55.84          44.16 
    30.01 -    40           13           4.74          60.58          39.42 
    40.01 -    50           19           6.93          67.52          32.48 
    50.01 -    60           30          10.95          78.47          21.53 
    60.01 -    70           10           3.65          82.12          17.88 
    70.01 -    80            8           2.92          85.04          14.96 
    80.01 -    90            7           2.55          87.59          12.41 
        Overflow            34          12.41         100.00           0.00 
     (7) Average value of overflow         106.54 
 
Run   2 
 
Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   287         9.21         9.03      2642.58         0.33        48.52 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          200          69.69          69.69          30.31 
    10.01 -    20           57          19.86          89.55          10.45 
    20.01 -    30           16           5.57          95.12           4.88 
    30.01 -    40            7           2.44          97.56           2.44 
    40.01 -    50            7           2.44         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
   
Run   3 
 
Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   222        77.64        79.27     17236.53         1.45       276.01 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           51          22.97          22.97          77.03 
    10.01 -    20           42          18.92          41.89          58.11 
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    20.01 -    30            2           0.90          42.79          57.21 
    30.01 -    40           10           4.50          47.30          52.70 
    40.01 -    50            2           0.90          48.20          51.80 
    50.01 -    60            8           3.60          51.80          48.20 
    60.01 -    70            7           3.15          54.95          45.05 
    70.01 -    80            5           2.25          57.21          42.79 
    80.01 -    90           15           6.76          63.96          36.04 
        Overflow            80          36.04         100.00           0.00 
     (7) Average value of overflow         166.49 
   
 Run   4 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   271         8.23         6.63      2230.85         0.46        38.24 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10          193          71.22          71.22          28.78 
    10.01 -    20           58          21.40          92.62           7.38 
    20.01 -    30           19           7.01          99.63           0.37 
    30.01 -    40            1           0.37         100.00           0.00 
 Remaining frequencies are all zero 
   
 Run   5 
 
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   227       100.71        79.54     22860.25         0.66       218.50 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           58          25.55          25.55          74.45 
    10.01 -    20           11           4.85          30.40          69.60 
    20.01 -    30           14           6.17          36.56          63.44 
    30.01 -    40            3           1.32          37.89          62.11 
    40.01 -    50            1           0.44          38.33          61.67 
    50.01 -    60            0           0.00          38.33          61.67 
    60.01 -    70            3           1.32          39.65          60.35 
    70.01 -    80            3           1.32          40.97          59.03 
    80.01 -    90            5           2.20          43.17          56.83 
        Overflow           129          56.83         100.00           0.00 
     (7) Average value of overflow         163.57 
   
 Run   6 
  
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   288       119.70       107.72     34472.91         1.45       315.69 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           65          22.57          22.57          77.43 
    10.01 -    20           41          14.24          36.81          63.19 
    20.01 -    30           13           4.51          41.32          58.68 
    30.01 -    40            2           0.69          42.01          57.99 
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    40.01 -    50            4           1.39          43.40          56.60 
    50.01 -    60            5           1.74          45.14          54.86 
    60.01 -    70            3           1.04          46.18          53.82 
    70.01 -    80            1           0.35          46.53          53.47 
    80.01 -    90            4           1.39          47.92          52.08 
        Overflow           150          52.08         100.00           0.00 
     (7) Average value of overflow         213.71 
 
 Run   7 
  
 Table         
     (1)         (2)         (3)         (4)         (5)           (6) 
 Entries  Mean AD set time St. dev.  Total time     Minimum       Maximum 
   255        83.07        85.00     21182.10         0.81       311.71 
 
 
       Range             Observed      Per cent     Cumulative    Cumulative 
                        frequency      of total     percentage     remainder 
          -     0            0           0.00           0.00         100.00 
     0.01 -    10           66          25.88          25.88          74.12 
    10.01 -    20           26          10.20          36.08          63.92 
    20.01 -    30           17           6.67          42.75          57.25 
    30.01 -    40           16           6.27          49.02          50.98 
    40.01 -    50            7           2.75          51.76          48.24 
    50.01 -    60           10           3.92          55.69          44.31 
    60.01 -    70            3           1.18          56.86          43.14 
    70.01 -    80            2           0.78          57.65          42.35 
    80.01 -    90            9           3.53          61.18          38.82 
        Overflow            99          38.82         100.00           0.00 
     (7) Average value of overflow         176.29 
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